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LOS ANGELES (January 10, 2023) – Lewis Roca announced Thomas J. Daly has
been named a 2023 Southern California Super Lawyer® in the area of intellectual
property.

Daly, a partner and member of the firm’s Intellectual Property Practice Group, has
more than 25 years of experience in intellectual property with a focus on patent and
trademark litigation. With a background in litigation, Daly works with clients to
implement strategies designed to obtain and protect trademarks and patents critical
to their businesses. He also handles matters pertaining to licensing and patent
portfolio management for medical devices, chemical processing, and
pharmaceutical companies. Additionally, Daly has a special proficiency in working
with design patents and protecting rights of publicity. He has represented clients in
a large number of medical device, spinal implant, and joint replacement implant
intellectual property cases.

Daly also assists clients with their global portfolios and serves as a member of the
firm's Korea Business Team where he works with Korean businesses to protect and
enforce their patents in the U.S. and internationally. He served in numerous
leadership positions, including serving as former president of the Los Angeles
Intellectual Property Law Association and former president of the Pasadena Bar
Association. Currently, Daly serves as a board member of the Pasadena Chamber
of Commerce and is a past Chair for the Los Angeles Lawyer Magazine Editorial
Board. He received his J.D., magna cum laude, from Loyola Law School and his B.S.
from the University of Illinois.

Lawyers named as 2023 Southern California Super Lawyers® are selected based on
peer nominations, evaluations, and independent research. Selections are made on
an annual, state-by-state basis.

About Lewis Roca 

Lewis Roca is an Am Law 200 law firm serving clients globally in complex litigation,
intellectual property, business transactions, gaming, government relations, labor and
employment, and regulatory counseling. Its offices are located in Albuquerque,



www.lewisroca.com

Colorado Springs, Denver, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Phoenix, Reno, Silicon Valley, and Tucson. To learn more about the
firm, please visit us at our website at www.lewisroca.com.
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